THANK YOU!
At this mid-point in the year, we wish to thank and acknowledge those
who have helped us start the year off strong …
To the over 30 community preservation groups that have met and worked at the Center since January.
To our interns, Tiffany Piko and Dona Yu, who have contributed articles to this newsletter and have been
invaluable and generous with their time and dedication.
To our volunteers - Katharine Fields, Hannah Gall, and Elizabeth Meshel – who make every event a success.
To the partners and speakers for our programs: Kristin Herron, New York State Council on the Arts;
Paul M. Kaplan, author of Jewish New York: A History and Guide to Neighborhoods, Synagogues, and
Eateries; Erin Tobin, Preservation League of New York State; Jane Weissman, co-author of On the Wall: Four
Decades of Community Murals in New York City; Association for Preservation Technology, Northeast Chapter;
FABnyc; Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation; Historic Districts Council; Lower East Side Jewish
Conservancy; Movement for Justice in El Barrio; MOFAD; The S.S. Columbia Project; and The Village Alliance.

To the generous in-kind support of the following: Jimmy Carbone, Jimmy’s No. 43; Katherine Moore at USQ;
Five Acre Farms; and Redhead Hot Sauce.
And a special thanks to the Neighborhood Preservation Center’s Advisory Committee and the Trustees of the
St. Mark’s Historic Landmark Fund.
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WELCOME NEW TRUSTEES
We are pleased to welcome two newly-elected Trustees to the Board of
the St. Mark’s Historic Landmark Fund: Joel Dabu and Sheryl Woodruff.
Joel Dabu is a Leasing Agent for the Taubman Company
where he has managed a portfolio of properties since
2015. He graduated from George Washington University
and went on to earn his Master’s degree from the Wagner
School of Public Service at NYU in Urban Planning. He
worked briefly as a City Planner before going on to be
Director of Commercial Revitalization for the Bedford
Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation in Brooklyn. There he
was instrumental in establishing the Bed-Stuy Business
Improvement District. In 2009, Joel was selected by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation for the German
Chancellor Fellowship for Future Leaders, and spent a year in living and working in Germany. He then returned
to education, earning a Master’s degree in Finance and Marketing from the Stephen M. Ross School of
Business at the University of Michigan.
Sheryl Woodruff is a public historian and nonprofit manager.
As the Community Development Director at the Washington
Square Park Conservancy, she shares her love and
knowledge of Washington Square with donors, volunteers,
and any park user who will listen! She leads development,
communications, and volunteer management functions for
the park’s friends group. Before joining the Conservancy
in 2015 as the organization’s first employee, Sheryl served
in development and program positions at the Greenwich
Village Society for Historic Preservation, the Paley Center
for Media, the Nathan Hale Homestead, and the Connecticut Historical Society. From 2008 – 2013, she served
as the Treasurer of the Remember the Triangle Fire Coalition and is currently a trustee at Convergence Arts,
a nonprofit that promotes the art of improvisation. She earned a BA degree in English from Boston University
and an MA in History from the University of Connecticut, focusing on gender and race in the student movements
of the 1960s.
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NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVATION CENTER 2.0
The Neighborhood Preservation Center is approaching its 20th year anniversary at the end of 2019. For a
number of reasons, including that the landscape of co-working and nonprofit support groups has evolved
significantly, the NPC is undergoing a strategic planning process.
Funded with a generous grant from The New York Community Trust - LuEsther T. Mertz Advised Fund, the
St. Mark’s Historic Landmark Fund, which sponsors the NPC, is assessing how best to continue its long-time
support of nonprofit organizations working to improve and sustain local communities. For this planning, the
NPC engaged the New York City-based social impact consultancy Social Strategy Associates.
Last fall we undertook a competitive analysis comparing the NPC to similar organizations both in and outside
of New York City. Earlier this year, you may remember that we distributed an online survey, hosted on the
SurveyMonkey platform and distributed via email by the NPC and numerous organizations that generously
circulated the survey to their respective constituencies: Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation;
Historic Districts Council; IOBY; Legacy Preservation Partnership; New York Community Garden Coalition; New
York Preservation Archive Project; Preservation Alumni at Columbia University; Preservation League of New
York State; and Support Center for Nonprofit Management. Thanks to all of these organizations!
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This survey was designed to solicit the impressions, feedback and recommendations of a wide constituency
about the NPC’s service offerings, unique features and overall contribution to New York City’s neighborhood
preservation community. While we are still in the midst of this planning, we are excited to share a few of the
results.

best thing about the NPC is the full complement of
“The
services it offers in a single location, and the opportunity
to network with colleagues involved in related work.
”
-Survey Respondent

In total, 707 respondents completed the survey, a figure significantly greater than initially expected. The survey
was also targeted to individuals with differing levels of familiarity with the NPC. For example, those respondents
indicating no familiarity with the NPC were not asked questions about the NPC’s specific attributes. Of the 707
respondents, 45% were not familiar with NPC and 16% lived outside New York City.
For those who are familiar with the NPC, the responses were overwhelmingly positive, citing the staff, cost
effectiveness, meeting spaces, public programming, resource center, and the quality/convenience of the space
as the biggest reasons for use of the Center. Areas suggested for improvement included offering larger meeting
spaces, more public programming, additional research resources and digitized reports, and organizational
development support. Additionally, that the NPC could also articulate more effectively that it welcomes all
groups in fields dedicated to fostering livable cities, not just those working in historic preservation.
All this data is providing guidance to our team in considering our services in the future. NPC has always
been shaped by its community; we are excited about this planning process, and deeply grateful to those who
participated in the survey. We look forward to sharing more information with you as the planning process
moves forward.

The image on the opposite page is a visual interpretation of the 157 responses to the ‘best feature of
the NPC’ question from our recent survey. It features the words most commonly used in respondent
answers.
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2016 CALENDAR of EVENTS
The following public programs are FREE, though space is limited and RSVP is
required. Please see each program listing for details on registration.

JULY
Gardens Tour with NYCCGC
Monday the 11th at 6pm (rain date TBD)

Meeting place TBD; Limit of 12 attendees
To register, call (212) 228-2781 or email npc@neighborhoodpreservationcenter.org.
Join us for a personal tour of a Lower East Side community garden by the
New York City Community Garden Coalition, led by Executive Director Aziz
Dehkan and President of LUNGS Charles Krezell. NYCCGC has received
a Community Development Block Grant – Disaster Recovery funding to
undertake a feasibility study and develop a Master Plan on best practices
to capture storm water within the 47 community gardens of the Lower
East Side. Gardens Rising, the working title of this study, includes many
of the gardens that experienced severe flooding during Super Storm
Sandy. The tour will explore the issues that these gardens face along with
providing an opportunity to learn about storm water management projects by individual gardens.

Jane Jacobs Trivia Night
Tuesday the 19th from 6:30 – 8pm

Burger Joint, 33 West 8th Street (between 5th Avenue and Avenue of the Americas)
To register, call (212) 475-9585 ext. 35 or email rsvp@gvshp.org.
Join us for an evening of friendly trivia competition, all Jane Jacobs! This
program is a part of the Municipal Art Society’s Celebrating 100 Years of
Jane Jacobs. Help us to remember the centennial of her birth by learning
more than you ever thought possible on the famous author and urban
activist. A raffle will take place after trivia and will include prizes from local
businesses. Drinks and food will be available for purchase at the venue.
Presented by The Village Alliance, the Greenwich Village Society for Historic
Preservation, and the Neighborhood Preservation Center.
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Building History Detectives: Greenwich Village
Thursday the 21st from 6:30 – 8pm

Washington Square Institute, 41 East 11th Street (between Broadway and University Place)
To register, call (212) 475-9585 ext. 35 or email rsvp@gvshp.org.
Become a Greenwich Village building history detective! Researcher
Susan De Vries will guide the audience through the process of
using various online resources available to find more details of a
building’s architectural and social history. A take-home resource
guide will also be distributed during the program. Presented by
the Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation and the
Neighborhood Preservation Center.

SEPTEMBER
10th & Stuyvesant Streets Block Party
Saturday the 10th from 10am – 6pm

East 10th Street between 2nd and 3rd Avenues; No RSVP required.
Come visit our table and meet your
neighbors at the 10th & Stuyvesant Streets
Block Association’s 45th Annual Block Party.
The annual event raises awareness of the
neighborhood’s progress and also, funds
for the upkeep of Abe Lebewohl Park &
Triangle and the St. Mark’s Historic District.
The festive event features live jazz, local
antiques, collectibles, vintage clothing and
crafts vendors, as well as Veselka’s tasty
pierogi. We will be available to answer any
questions you may have regarding historic
building research.
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VIDEO DOCUMENTATION in OHIO
by TIFFANY PIKO
During the summer I will be working on a project creating designation reports for my hometown of
Lancaster, Ohio and then making video adaptations of the reports.
This project, titled Ohio History Hunting, was inspired by New York
City’s extensive and incredible reservoir of readily available local
history. After doing research as an intern for the Neighborhood
Preservation Center, I was made aware of New York City’s
designation reports and was impressed by obtainable information.
Lancaster, like many smaller cities, lacks a resource for local
history that is easily accessible to the public. The goal of the
project is to preserve the history of the buildings in Lancaster by
creating written documents and to modernize the preservation
process by producing video documents that can be easily shared
and consumed. The written reports will follow the same structure as
New York City’s designation reports and the videos will showcase not
only what the building looks like and its history, but will also include
people who are involved with the building or are involved with reciting
its history.
I have also been working on a video project, titled What’s in Your Water, Lancaster?, revolving around
raising awareness in Lancaster, Ohio, about the effects of fracking in the context of water contamination
and climate change. During the spring, I commissioned a local pilot to fly me over land that was once a
nature preserve but is now part of a massive five-year plan to extract oil. As a result, it will take a minimum
of 50 years for the land to reclaim itself. I used this opportunity to record the findings and turn the
footage into a video. The goal of the video, which includes recognizable imagery of Lancaster, Ohio and
fracked land, is to encourage the public to know more about what is being done to their home and how it
can affect the well-being of the town and their own health.
These documents will be shared with the general public and to historical organizations in Lancaster and
New York City so that others may enjoy it and continue the projects to encourage the preservation of the
history and culture of communities.
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UPDATE: Resource Referral Database
by DONA YU
During my graduate studies in Historic Preservation at Columbia University, my coursework focused on
materials conservation. Because of this, I was interested in seeing the other sides of preservation for my
post-graduate internship (i.e. development, fundraising, and community outreach), so I was happy to be
offered a spring internship position at the Neighborhood Preservation Center.
Amongst my projects, I have been working on NPC’s Resource Referral
Database. First launched in 2001, the publicly available database
provides information on organizations, institutions, and individuals that
can assist with neighborhood protection and community revitalization.
My task was to verify and update the information on these groups for
this online resource, which currently contains over 900 entries.
My first step was to take an initial group of 100 organizations and
research for current contact information. I then created a questionnaire
using Google Forms to be distributed. The answers returned will
allow us to update all necessary information, such as mission,
neighborhoods served, and social media pages. The questionnaire is
currently being sent to the first 100 to update their profiles. By going
through the entire process in groups of 100, this option creates a
consolidated format for continuing this project and gives future interns
the opportunity to experience all aspects of database management,
including the research, outreach, survey results collection, and online entry.
Not everything has been straight forward, which has been cause for discussion. For example, how should
we list inactive organizations? Do we delete them entirely from the database or make a simple note of their
status? After some debate, we decided that it would be more useful to retain the inactive organizations
within the database. This way, users can verify an organization and be made aware of its current status.
Our goal is for the fully-updated Resource Referral Database to better connect its users to the resources
available. We believe this public service is an integral aspect of the Center; I am glad to have initiated this
project and look forward to seeing its completion.
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VICTORIAN SOCIETY COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
On May 25, the Neighborhood Preservation
Center was honored to receive The Victorian
Society New York’s Community Service Award
for its role as “one-of-a-kind community
resource which contributes to our city’s
preservation efforts”.
The award, along with an honorary one-year
membership, was accepted by Kayte Handler
on behalf of Neighborhood Preservation
Center at the Victorian Society’s 49th
Annual Business Meeting held at the Union
Theological Seminary.
The Victorian Society in America was founded
in 1966 and is dedicated to enriching the
appreciation of the country’s nineteenth
and early twentieth century history (18371917). The New York Metropolitan Chapter
is the oldest independent chapter among
the nation’s many. Traditionally its focus has
been on the architecture and heritage of the
Victorian era throughout the five boroughs
and surrounding area.

We thank the Victorian Society
and are proud to be among the
group of esteemed colleagues
and organizations recognized
that event.
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NPC HAPPY HOURS at JIMMY’S No. 43
by JIMMY CARBONE, owner of Jimmys No. 43 and President of EVIMA
I’ve known about the Neighborhood Preservation
Center for many years, but really didn’t know much
about their community until recently.
Last year, the East Village Independent Merchants
Association (EVIMA) was formed, in which I immediately
became involved. One of our first decisions was to use
NPC as our non-profit’s virtual office.
Before my involvement through EVIMA, I had not
realized that there were so many organizations housed within the building. A chance encounter with Liz
McEnaney of The S.S. Columbia Project gave me the inspiration to get to know more of these groups. The
way to quell my curiosity, along with providing a platform for groups to mingle outside of the office, was to
invite all the in-house and virtual office groups to bi-monthly Happy Hours at my pub, Jimmy’s No. 43.
I worked with Felicia Mayro to structure these at a time for individuals to, of course, meet and mingle, but
also to give an opportunity for each to speak about their organization. It’s a great chance for everyone
involved to learn more about each other, discuss possible collaborations, help one another, and to give all
of us a chance to practice our public speaking! Liz McEnaney of The S.S. Columbia Project spoke at our
first session in February, followed by Jill Dowling of Movement for Justice in El Barrio in April.
We look forward to learning more about each other as this series continues!

CONNECT WITH US
WEB: www.neighborhoodpreservationcenter.org
EMAIL: info@neighborhoodpreservationcenter.org
TWITTER: @NPCenter
FACEBOOK: facebook.com/neighborhoodpreservationcenter
232 East 11th Street, New York NY 10003
T: (212) 228-2781 F: (212) 471-9987
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The Neighborhood Preservation Center is a project of the St. Mark’s Historic Landmark Fund.
The Neighborhood Preservation Center is a project of the St. Mark’s Historic Landmark Fund. Opened in November
1999, it offers low cost incubator offices, workspaces, and meeting rooms. The Center also provides a library and an
online resource database for the sharing of information and exchange among those working to improve and protect
neighborhoods. It was created through a unique partnership between the Landmark Fund, the Greenwich Village
Society for Historic Preservation, and the Historic Districts Council.
The Center’s staff manages the above activities with the help of a dedicated group of volunteers and interns. We
thank the individuals and organizations whose contributions help to keep our work going. In addition, we thank
Cristiana Peña and Nick Porter for their time and effort that has made this newsletter possible.
St. Mark’s Historic Landmark Fund Trustees: Leo Blackman, Joel Dabu, Laura Delano, Stephen Facey, Linda
Francis, Jeff Hébert, Katherine Moore, Randy Wood, Sheryl Woodruff and, ex officio, St. Mark’s Rector and Treasurer.
NPC Advisory Committee: Daniel Allen, Leo Blackman, Stephen Facey, Arthur Levin
Staff: Kayte Handler, Nicholas MacDonald, Felicia Mayro

